
CITY COMMISSION WORKSHOP

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO

Workshop— Thursday, September 17, 2009

Minutes

Mayor Montgomery read the following:

NOTICE is hereby given that the Truth or Consequences City
Commission will hold a Workshop on Thursday, September 17,
2009 at 5: 30 P.M., in the Commission Chambers, 405 W. Third,

Truth or Consequences, New Mexico to discuss the following:

1.  To receive public input — for the Capital Improvement

Projects for the future of the City of Truth or
Consequences  —  Infrastructure Capital Improvement

Plan ( ICIP),  2011- 2015.   The City Commission will
continue this item at their regular City Commission
Meeting on September 22, 2009.

2.  Discussion - issues for the proposed Spaceport traffic on

Broadway & Main Street, and to receive opinions from

the public on how to deal with the issue.

INFRASTRUCTURE Mayor Montgomery stated this is a workshop only and there
CAPITAL will be no decisions made by the Commission at all, they will
IMPROVEMENT be taking information from the community from both items on
PROJECTS ( ICIP): the agenda.

She stated she wanted to layout a few ground rules.

1.  The Infrastructure Capital Improvement Projects list

which is for the City of Truth or Consequences therefore
citizens from Truth or Consequences should be the ones

that approach the City Commission and offer input on
that.

2.  A reasonable amount of time will be allowed at the

podium to address the Commission, and reasonable will

be determined by the Chair.
3.   She will expect individuals that address the Commission

to be courteous and professional and to stay on task and
only address those issued that are on the agenda tonight,
she will not allow anything off of the agenda.  If anyone
starts to stray off of the agenda she will gavel them
down and you will be asked to sit down.

4.   She would appreciate there being no repetitions so
please listen to the people that are reporting prior the
getting up to the podium.

5.  She stated she will allow each individual to go to the

podium once.

Jaime Aguilera, City Manager stated the Infrastructure Capital
Improvement Plan is a requirement by the State that we create a
list of projects that the City hopes to fund at some point in the
future.  He stated there is no indication that a project will be

funded, there is only the hope that a project will be funded and
they may be funded out of order depending on what funding is
available at the State level or Federal level.

He stated the list although we do list the first five as being
priorities for the City; again it does not mean that those five will
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be funded or that they will be funded in that order.

Mr. Aguilera explained that the reason for the ICIP is it' s a

planning tool, it is a wish list from the citizens, from the city
commission, and from the department heads as to what things

are needed in the City.

Further explanation ensued.

Mr. Aguilera explained that any project that is proposed tonight
to be added to the list, it would be a good idea if the person

making the proposal would also say how much money they
think that project is worth, if you have an idea, or how large
you think the project should be, give some details about what it
is you are talking about.   If you don' t have that information

that' s okay the city will then do the research and get some
estimates as to the approximate cost, and then also indicate the

level of importance that you think that that project should
receive.

Mayor Montgomery stated that when an individual approached
the microphone they state their name and address so that it can

be determined if that individual is a resident of the City of Truth
or Consequences.

Sandy Gardner, President of the Bountiful Alliance approached
the podium and stated she represents the Board of the Bountiful

Alliance.   She spoke on the issue of water and recommended

that the City of Truth or Consequences put a hydrologic study
high on the list ofpriorities that should be completed.

Kim Audette approached the podium and stated she is just

following-up on a question that was asked at the last ICIP.  She

stated there is a question about how much it would probably
cost in order to follow through on her suggestion of putting
permeable pavers down alleyways so that the alleyways could
be used.  She stated that the approximate cost depends on how

deep you want to store the water, but it runs about $ 6.00 a

square foot.

George Evanson approached the podium and stated for a

number of years he has had some concerns about the steepness

of the entry of Ralph Edwards Park.

Mr. Evanson continued to explain his concerns and stated he

didn' t think it would be real expensive to build some wooden or

stone type of steps down the steep places into the park.

Tamara Temple approached the podium and stated she didn' t

think the city could do any planning when we don' t know
where the water is and since these funds are available for

improvements some of the elderly people stated the city needs
sidewalks.

Brad Grower approached the podium and stated he doesn' t

know what the cost would be, but from observing the massive
amount of water that stands in the downtown area it would be a

good idea to invest in some sort of pump system to reduce that
overflow instead of bring out a pump truck every times it rains.
He stated there is a similar problem with the sewage lines in the

lower parts of town closer to the river and asked if it was

possible to put in pumping systems to improve the drainage.
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There being no other requests to speak on the Infrastructure
Capital Improvement Plan Mayor Montgomery closed that
portion of public comments and opened public comments on

the Spaceport traffic on Broadway & Main Streets.

SPACEPORT Mayor Montgomery stated there would be the same ground
TRAFFIC ON rules that were laid out at the very beginning of the meeting.
BROADWAY &    She stated she would like to have a couple of people speak first,
MAIN STREETS:   Major Salazar and Capt. LaBier from the State of New Mexico

Department of Public Safety who will make a few opening
comments regarding this project.

Major Salazar approached the podium and explained their main

focus and mission is commercial motor vehicle safety.   He

stated they have received complaints in recent days of unsafe
vehicles and they are here to let the public know that they do
have a positive partnership with the general contractors in the
area that would be utilizing the commercial motor vehicles.  He

stated they were given the Department of Public Safety' s
expectations and they understand that safety will not be
jeopardized on the highways whether it is State,  City or
whatever it is in regards to weight, safe loading, mechanical or
driver.

Major Salazar issued a phone number ( 1- 866-630- 5623) to the

New Mexico Department of Public Safety that can be called if
anyone witnesses an unsafe movement of such commercial

motor vehicles in this area.

Mayor Montgomery stated the discussion points this evening
are to discuss the issues and receive different comments or

opinions from individuals in the community regarding the
traffic mostly for Broadway and Main Streets.

Mr. Love from New Mexico Department of Transportation out

of Deming which covers this area which is District I.  He stated

they have had a- mails and calls about the concerns of the truck
traffic for the Spaceport so he is present to listen to the

complaints and see if there is anything that can be done from
their end to help.

Vince Martinez from David Montoya Construction approached

the podium and stated they are the contractor that will be
building the Spaceport airfield and he believes there has been a
lot of concerns with how their schedule may conflict with other
projects and he wanted to try to let everyone know where they
are at with this project and what the impact will be on the

community in T or C.

Mr. Martinez stated he has prepared schedules that will be used

for the construction of the Spaceport project.

Further explanation of the project and their schedule ensued.

Mr. Martinez issued a phone number ( 505- 898- 6330) to their

Human Resources Officer/Safety Officer which is Richard
Brooks at their office in Albuquerque that can be called if there

is a problem that need to be reported.

Further discussion ensued between the Commission and Mr.

Martinez.
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Harold Love from the New Mexico Department of

Transportation approached the podium and stated they are
doing what they can do to keep their project from interfering
with the trucking that Montoya is going to be doing.  He stated

they may be delaying the notice to proceed as to when work can
actually start.

Marian Wheeler approached the podium and asked who the

subcontractor was for their trucks and if they were hiring
locally.

Mr. Martinez stated Romero Excavating and yes they are hiring
locally.

Tamara Temple approached the podium and stated her concern

was if the truckers would be in a hurry to get the 40 loads out
there a day, and she has noticed people can and do step out right
out in front of a car with full expectation that the car will stop.
Can he educate the truck drivers to know that when they come
through T or C people are going to be walking out in front of
them.

George Evanson approached the podium and stated his concern

was with the downtown bath district.   He stated he has been

told that the foundations of the buildings sit about three feet
above the water table.   He stated he doesn' t know why the
trucks can' t go on the highway and then come down Date Street
where there is a fewer concentration of businesses, roads are

wider and they specifically don' t put the bath district at risk.

Brad Grower approached the podium and stated he just became

aware that there has to be a cut made in the median on

Broadway to accommodate this which seems will be another
hidden cost and there will be a limitation of traffic in the

westward flow so that the trucks can cross and go through the

downtown area.

Mr. Grower stated that the thing with the plan to run the traffic
through the downtown area isn' t just the impact to the

infrastructure which the water and sewer lines already have
problems, the road bed is sinking, structures are soft, it' s the
diesel and the dust and all the gravel that will spill out of the

trucks and will break windshields.

Cathy Clark approached the podium and stated she owns a
business on Broadway that has twenty units with half rented as
apartments and half rented as overnight hotel units and she can

confirm Mr. Martinez with the 7: 00 wakeup call with the trucks
going by her building, she can already hear the complaints and
she wanted to make them aware that there are more than her

that have people that live on Broadway and Main Streets.

Leslie Lights approached the podium and stated her concern is

that is an extremely hard corner to get through on Foch and
Main because you can not see the traffic coming if there are
cars parked on the side of the street, which there usually are.
She stated her concern is when the big trucks come around the
curve what' s going to happen when people are trying to cross
Foch Street from Main Street, because it is extremely difficult
to see the traffic.
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Eve Elting approached the podium and stated she is a physician
and she is also the Chair of the Environmental Health

Committee of the Bountiful Alliance and her major concerns

are public health issues.  She stated she is very concerned about
the noise to have these trucks nearly every two and a half to
three minutes passing through the downtown past that little
school with the daycare center,  past the Veteran' s Home

Administration.   She stated she is going to guarantee there is
going to be an increase in serious mental health problems and
problems from the particulate problems.

Janice Gray approached the podium and stated she has a
business on the corner of Foch and Main Street and she too has

an old building and she is concerned about the foundation of
her building and she would like to make the suggestion that
they may want to consider a lower speed limit if this is
something that could help with the possible vibration.   She

stated she is all for any improvements that we have, we need to
look at our downtown area, it' s not growing, it' s dying and she
is concerned about that as well.

Pastor Frank Cook approached the podium and stated he has a

concern with his church being a block off of the stop light on
3rd

Street.  He stated their building is the oldest church building
in Sierra County and their basement has a special floor because
it sits on hot springs.  He stated he needs to know where they
would get their church fixed if something goes wrong.

Paula Green approached the podium and stated when Mr.

Salazar talked about the monitoring that he is going to do, he
didn' t mention speed,  and asked if he was going to be
monitoring speed violations?

Mr. Salazar stated that is correct.

Ms. Green stated they have load limits for state highways and
she asked Mr. Love if there were any exceptions for load limits
that are going to go through urban areas where the state road
runs right through the downtown.

Mr. Love stated the lower limits posted has to do with some

kind of bridge structure along that route that only can carry a
certain amount of load.

Ms. Green stated there are no limitations, no variation in their

relegations for an area where the road runs through an urban

area, it' s just the same, those rules are applied all over the state.

Mr. Love stated as far as it goes no limits apply to a structure
that has to carry the weight of the vehicle.

Ms.  Green stated that Mr.  Martinez mentioned that the

materials both the asphalt and the concrete productions were

also going to be trucked to the site, which site is that.

Mr.  Martinez stated the concrete and the asphalt will be

produced on the site.

Ms. Green stated that in addition to the aggregate that means

that there are more truck loads coming through that are going to
carry the materials for both the materials for both the concrete
and the asphalt, and asked Mr. Martinez if he could estimate
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how many additional truck loads there will be and will they be
coming through T or C?

Mr.  Martinez stated the four hundred thousand pounds of

material that was all the material that will be coming through T
or C.  He stated some of these materials will be coming from
the north and some from the south.

Ms. Green stated her major concern is that there is no surety
bond, she wants to know who is responsible for infrastructure
damage, health damage and she doesn' t think until we know
that that we should sign off on this.   She thinks it' s really
important to know where does the buck stop.

Commissioner Torres stated he owns a building on the route
and he thinks that if there are any damages his insurance
company would take care of it, and if they don' t he thinks he
could sue the contractors'  insurance company but he' s not
worried about his building falling down.

George Jepson approached the podium and asked the City
Commission whatever happened to the idea that they could run
up Morgan and then down

6th

and eliminate the downtown loop
altogether.

Commissioner Torres stated they would still be going through a
residential street. He stated Highway 85 is a state highway, and
Morgan Street is a city street.

Mr. Jepson asked Mr. Martinez if it would be reasonable to

have a trial run of a loaded truck through the loop and out
somewhere around 3` d and then do the same thing from the
gravel pits going up through Morgan.  Do a time trial and see

what the difference is, see how much more expensive it would

be.

Mr. Aguilera stated the city does not control and can not control
the traffic on a state highway.   He stated Broadway, Main
Street, Date Street and Highway 51  ( 3`

d
Street) are all state

highways and certainly the truck traffic is allowed on those
highways, there are regulations that they have to comply with,
but the city has absolutely no power to stop those trucks from
traveling on a state highway.

He stated that on a city street as Mr. Jepson was saying yes the
city could control the trucks traveling on a city street especially
if it' s not a delivery of services on a city street if it is through
traffic, we do control it and we could control it.  He stated the

problem however that Mr.  Jepson indicated is that putting
heavy trucks on a city street that is not meant to carry heavy
traffic unlike the highway which is designed for heavy traffic.
City streets would be easily torn up and residence would be
severely inconvenienced to have these heavy trucks on a
residential area as opposed to where they are supposed to be
which are commercial areas.

Mr. Aguilera state there has been no discussion and no routes

have be discounted to this point except he just wants to make

sure the public understands that the city can not prevent these
commercial vehicles on a state highway.
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Mr. C. L. Vincent approached the podium and stated he came to

T or C fifty years ago and was driving a truck, there was not an
interstate here and they ran loaded trucks right through town
just like they' re talking about doing now.  Howard Bartoo' s dad
was driving a truck at the same time.  He stated the downtown

buildings are a lot more resilient then you would think because

nine out of ten of everyone of those buildings were here fifty
years ago and there was not an I-25, all of the traffic came

through the downtown area.

Mr. Vincent stated that if the people that are looking after the
city now delays with a lot of bad information the first thing we
know the contractors will grade straight across at Upham and

they will be pulling the stuff out of Las Cruses and this city
won' t collect a dime of any of this.

Sara Frothingham approached the podium and stated she has

another alternative way this could be done and it' s going to be
just as unpopular probably as any other idea that' s been
presented.  Just stay on Morgan and make the loop to Marie,
there' s not a lot of road their but it can be done, then you go

from Marie down Grape over to
9th

then you cross
9th

and run

all the way to Lucky, straight down Lucky to 51 and you' re
there.

Randy Ashbaugh approached the podium and stated he has
lived in T or C all of his life and has two old buildings

downtown and is not concerned about any foundation damage
by these trucks.   Hundreds of trucks go through our town

everyday anyway they' re not going to be loaded any heavier
than those trucks.  He stated he stood by his store on P Street
when they were bringing the heavy machinery out to the
Spaceport, a 631 Cat probably weighs a hundred and some
thousand pounds on the truck, standing right there watching it
go by not feeling any vibration whatsoever.  He stated he' s sure
the officer present will be monitoring the load weights, the tarps
over the truck at all times. He stated there are thousands of cars

go through downtown and truck every day as it is, thousands go
down P Street,  that' s 51,  that is just a small,  a small

percentage of traffic increase.

Wendy Moreno approached the podium and stated she is the
Chairperson of Main Street Truth or Consequences and they
want to thank the City Commission and City Manager for
supporting their Main Street initiative which will help revitalize
the downtown.   She stated while their state advisor and their

board members feel that increased construction traffic at hand

could be detrimental to the success of their first year as a

merging community.   She stated they support the Spaceports
growth as well as the local businesses that will benefit from the

construction;   their concerns are about the dust,   noise,

vibrations,  and fumes that will certainly impact the health,
public safety, and wellbeing of the downtown businesses and
tourism industry.   She stated they want to build a positive
partnership between Main Street T or C,  the Hot Springs

Historic District, and Spaceport America and they feel that a
reasonable win, win situation can be found if the contractors

and the city are willing to meet and look at options.

Mark Filosa approached the podium and stated that when these

kinds of things come up, and this is getting uncomfortable that
we have a split in our community and it is a wonderful
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community and he agrees with what everyone has said.   He

stated two months ago he was at a point where he has spend

more than half of his life in Truth or Consequences, all of these

fine people who' ve come and said, I' ve come to T or C to

retire, that' s fine and that' s great.  He stated he decided to come

here to raise his four children as many have, and none of he
four kids are ever coming back to this town because there are
no jobs.  We started another hundred kids are in kindergarten

this year and he wonders how many of them are going to be
able to stay here because ofjobs.

He stated he would suggest to every one of his neighbors here
when they were raising their kids in Chicago, Michigan, and
Connecticut, he bet every time when their kids were going to
school they voted for the bonds for the schools.   Every year
when we have a bond we have to try to get the folks that have
retired to vote for the bond.   These are our kids, everyone

supported their kids, and we need to now support our kids.  He

stated he is getting sick and tired of seeing kids graduate from
here, don' t have anywhere to go, don' t have any jobs, end up
being absolutely poorly prepared.  So just remember, yes it' s a

nice place to retire, but there are a hundred children every year
that are starting to go to school here, there were eighty kids that
graduated last year, there are no jobs for them and when we

start talking about all of this and when we make it so difficult
for businesses,  and business is not a bad word,  because

businesses help us have better schools.

Ruben Olivas approached the podium and stated he was born

and raised in Sierra County, and people are talking about Foch
Street, somebody may get hit, when he was a kid growing up to
show how much the traffic has changed, they could take off on
their bicycles and ride down Foch and not even worry about
anybody coming by, and now at every stop sign we now say,
God I can' t believe the traffic here,  it' s already grown
tremendously.  He stated we' ve already grown whether we want
to grow more or not.  He stated he has lived here his whole life

and he never left because he has enjoyed seeing what was going
on and how we were growing.

He stated he has been so excited about the Spaceport, but then

all of a sudden here lately everything that comes up somebody' s
got to fight and we shouldn' t be doing that.   He stated he' s

sorry people came here because it' s small;  he stayed here

because we were growing.

Wendy Evanson approached the podium and stated she is
representing the Sierra County Health Council who is a
consortium of all of the health providers and social service

providers in the county and they are funded by the Department
of Health and they have gotten some calls and concerns about
the impact there is going to be on the quality of life.  She stated

their main mission is to support and improve quality of life for
everybody, those that are new here, those who have welcomed
them here and the children.  She stated they have worked with a
lot of the kids in town to try and give them a place to be in a
town to be proud of and a way to be involved in wise growth
and development of a fairly precious place.

She stated some of the things have already been said and she
knows they were asked not to repeat them, but she thinks that if
they think about the every two and a half minutes a really big
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truck, and she wished she was someone that didn' t feel that

vibration, but she thinks there' s going to be a lot of vibration
and it' s very, very disruptive to peoples health.

Ms. Evanson stated that one of the things that they found when
they did their recent county wide profile was a special thing
about this town but also makes it very delicate as we have a
high percentage, about thirty percent of our people are over 65
years old and a very high percentage are disabled.   And our

downtown area accommodates these people by being able to
walk across the street, by elderly people driving that don' t see
very well other than a special little track through their eyes.

She stated she is hoping that every truck will stop at every
crosswalk, which she would think would be a little difficult if

you were driving big dump trucks a lot, and she understands
trucks have gone through here, but she doesn' t think there has
ever been a test of the impact that this amount of weight and

constant vibration over a very condensed period of time on

going will have.

Rob Wheeler from the Blackstone Hot Springs approached the

podium and stated he realizes that construction is temporary
and that whatever does happen with it will have to impact on

one part of our community and he also realizes that the
community voted for this.   He stated there is nothing in his
comments that are against growth or against jobs or against kids

because they' re trying to create job.

He stated our town and our tourism have made great investment

in downtown to attract people, its working.  He stated he ran

their occupancy this afternoon right before he left from January
1St

to today and they are at 87% occupancy, that counts the slow
summers too and they work really hard to keep lots of the
guest' s traffic that' s coming into our town,  spending their
money and us collecting their taxes on Austin Street.  He stated

we do already have one truck that comes up and down Austin
Street every night and he believes that they used to turn on that
corner at Foch and come down; they deliver at Sierra Auto
Parts.  He stated that when they take off from there they hit the
big dips, and he realizes they are not talking about traffic on
Austin Street but there are such dips in the road because of the

drainage, maybe because of the water table being so high that
water never effectively drains, it sits, it erodes the pavement,
we have horrible potholes downtown.   When that truck pulls

out of Sierra Auto Parts it will wake the dead at the Blackstone,

every night at 11: 15 now, you can hear all the axles hit at
Daniels Street and then at Clancy Street.

Mr.  Wheeler stated that when we were getting Wal-mart,
getting the growth there we enhanced the freeway exits, we put
in a new traffic light and we did enhance the infrastructure on
the north side of town to be able to handle increased traffic for

Wal-mart and it seems to him that' s the heaviest duty route to
go that way.

Rhonda Brittan approached the podium and stated she has been

downtown for a long time and has had an opportunity to live
down there for a while and walk all over the downtown area
which is just fabulous not to meet a car down there.  She stated

it was said that there' s a split in our community and she hates
that phrase, she just thinks that' s ridiculous, she doesn' t think

there' s a split at all.   This is an exciting project and nobody
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wants to stop this project.  She stated that one of her concerns is

that routing this project through the downtown area will set a
precedent for subsequent projects; hopefully there will be some
of those.   Hopefully we can establish a reasonable route for
these huge projects where possible.

She stated her other concern is for bicycle/pedestrian traffic in
the downtown historic district.  A few years back there was a

movement to lower the speed limit to 15 mph, that didn' t

obviously happen and 25 just seems really fast downtown.

Commissioner Green stated there was a gentleman that called

him last night and he asked this gentleman to e- mail his

comments and he doesn' t want to repeat but he was talking
again about possibly a compromise of the heavy weight loads
going 75, 79 down Date Street, the light weight loads going
back through our town.  He stated the difference in mileage is

six miles, that' s what we' re talking about as to compared to

going from Morgan to
3rd

and out and back that way it' s three
miles so the total difference will be six miles.  He understands

that will be additional dollars and that' s additional fuel as well.

He stated he would just like to bring that out, he heard someone
suggest that maybe the trucking company could have a sweeper
for downtown that they could check if there is some spillage at
night time because that' s one of our centers of commerce, Date

Street and our downtown that a sweeper could just sweep the
streets after the hauling so at least it' s clean.

Kim Audette approached the podium and stated she heard

someone mentioned that they thought jobs were being held
hostage by this particular situation and she really disagrees with
that.   She stated it' s been traditional in especially rural areas
that small businesses uphold the economy, small businesses
involve self employment;  self employment involves people

deciding that they want to work in a particular area.  She stated

she knows of fifteen people that would like to start businesses

downtown they' re just waiting for the opportunity.

She stated gross receipts tax she understands is a really big
issue because the city has to make money but she doesn' t see
how routing trucks away from the downtown would

detrimentally effect our downtown gross receipts tax.  Now the
reason she is thinking that is because diesel smells.

ADJOURNMENT: There being no further business to come before the Commission
the workshop was adjourned.

APPROVAL: P ED AND APPROVED this day of

2009 on motion duly made by
Commissioner seconded by
Commissioner and carried.

i
fit,(       ,

LORI MONTQqMERY

MAYOR

ATTE    :

40ELF. PETERSON, DEPUTY CITY CLERK
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